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Abstract
Synchronous stochastic gradient descent (SGD)
is the most common method used for distributed
training of deep learning models. In this algo-
rithm, each worker shares its local gradients with
others and updates the parameters using the aver-
age gradients of all workers. Although distributed
training reduces the computation time, the com-
munication overhead associated with the gradi-
ent exchange forms a scalability bottleneck for
the algorithm. There are many compression tech-
niques proposed to reduce the number of gradi-
ents that needs to be communicated. However,
compressing the gradients introduces yet another
overhead to the problem. In this work, we study
several compression schemes and identify how
three key parameters affect the performance. We
also provide a set of insights on how to increase
performance and introduce a simple sparsification
scheme, random-block sparsification, that reduces
communication while keeping the performance
close to standard SGD.
1. Introduction
Deep neural networks (DNNs) have recently gained large
popularity due to their impressive performance on various
machine learning tasks such as image and speech recog-
nition (Chiu et al., 2018; He et al., 2016b), natural lan-
guage processing (Devlin et al., 2018), and recommender
systems (Zhang et al., 2019b). Training these networks us-
ing algorithms such as stochastic gradient descent (SGD) is
however computationally intensive despite all the improve-
ments that have been made in hardware, training methods,
and network architecture. A large body of work has been
conducted to tackle this problem through distributed training
of these networks by splitting data across multiple machines
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and taking advantage of data parallelism (Strom, 2015; Ian-
dola et al., 2016; Goyal et al., 2017; Dean et al., 2012; Das
et al., 2016).
Synchronous SGD is one of the most common methods
used for distributed training. In this algorithm, each worker
machine calculates the gradients on its local data, then it
shares the local gradients with other workers and updates the
parameters using the average gradients of all workers (Das
et al., 2016; Dean et al., 2012). While this algorithm signifi-
cantly reduces the computation time of the training phase,
the communication time needed for gradient exchange in-
creases significantly as the number of workers increases,
forming a performance bottleneck. Moreover, with the high
demand for training on edge and mobile devices for the
sake of privacy and security, this problem is more prevalent
than ever (McMahan et al., 2016; Li et al., 2020). The low
network bandwidth of edge devices together with the high
energy cost of wireless communication make it impractical
to take advantage of distributed learning on such devices.
There are several proposals trying to address the communi-
cation bottleneck by compressing gradients (i.e., sparsifica-
tion or quantization) and thus reducing the amount of data
needed to be shared among the workers (Lin et al., 2017;
Seide et al., 2014; Stich et al., 2018; Alistarh et al., 2016;
Renggli et al., 2018; Koloskova et al., 2019). However, such
proposals have not been widely adopted in practice because
they are either too slow or do not reach the same perfor-
mance due to lossy compression schemes (Vogels et al.,
2019).
In this work, we study several compression schemes and
identify the key parameters affecting the performance. We
also provide a set of insights on how to increase performance
and introduce a simple sparsification scheme, random-block
sparsification, that reduces communication while keeping
the performance close to standard SGD.
2. Background and Motivation
There are two main approaches to compress gradients: quan-
tization, which compresses the gradients to low-precision
values (Alistarh et al., 2016), and sparsification, which re-
duce the communication bandwidth requirement by reduc-
ing the number of non-zero entries in the stochastic gradi-
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ent (Wangni et al., 2018).
Quantization-based compression schemes reduce the com-
munication overhead by limiting the number of bits used
to represent floating-point numbers. There is a large body
of work applying quantization-based schemes to minimize
the communication bandwidth requirement by considering
various numerical representations and various optimiza-
tion objective functions (Wen et al., 2017; Alistarh et al.,
2016; Zhang et al., 2019a; Zhou et al., 2016). For instance,
in (Seide et al., 2014), the authors have empirically shown
a single sign bit per value is enough to train DNNs if the
quantization error is carried forward across mini-batches.
While these schemes are efficient and provide theoretical
guarantees, in practical settings, some of the largest bene-
fits are provided by sparsification schemes (Alistarh et al.,
2018).
Sparsification-based approaches reduce the communication
overhead by sending only a small fraction of the entries
of each gradient. Prior work has empirically shown that
convolutional and recurrent neural networks can tolerate
extremely high gradient sparsity (i.e., using only 0.1% of
the gradients) (Lin et al., 2017). However, some heuristic
approaches, such as momentum correction, local gradient
clipping, momentum factor masking, and warm-up training,
are needed to preserve the model’s accuracy.
In (Strom, 2015), the authors proposed a sparsification
method that compresses gradients by pruning the gradients
that are smaller than a predefined threshold. However, find-
ing the optimal threshold is not easy in practice. The authors
of (Stich et al., 2018) have theoretically proven that SGD
converges to the optimal solution using general compression
schemes (e.g., top-k and random-k) for strongly convex and
smooth problems, if error feedback is used. While most of
these efforts look at the gradient compression from theoreti-
cal point of view, there is a lack of practical analysis in this
domain to examine the factors that are important in practice
and affect performance.
In this work, we study several compression schemes and
identify the key parameters affecting the performance. We
also provide guidelines on how to increase performance
and introduce a simple sparsification scheme, random-block
sparsification, that reduces communication overhead while
an accuracy close to standard SGD.
3. Methodology
In this section we first describe our baseline sparsified SGD
algorithm and later introduce the three key parameters that
can affect the performance (both training execution time
and test accuracy) of the algorithm. Later in section 4 we
analyze the effects of these parameters and present a set of
insights in how to increase performance.
Algorithm 1 gives an overview of our sparsification algo-
rithm. Similar to (Karimireddy et al., 2019), error feedback
is used in order to prevent convergence issues. That is, the
difference between the actual and the sparsified gradient
is stored locally and then added later in the next iteration.
Although only a fraction of gradient entries is sent in each
iteration, eventually all are used over time. Each worker (w)
performs the following steps in each iteration (t) of the
algorithm:
• Calculates its local gradients (gwt ).
• Adds its accumulated gradients from previous itera-
tions (ewt ) to the current gradients.
• Sparsifies the results of the previous step using a gradi-
ent compressor (C).
• Exchanges and aggregates the sparsified gradients.
• Updates its local accumulated gradients (ewt ) by adding
the gradients of the current iteration that were not sent
to other workers.
• Updates the model parameters using the aggregated
gradients.
Algorithm 1 Sparsified SGD with error-feedback
1: Input: W workers, xw0 ∈ Rd where w = 1, ..,W ,
learning rate γ, compressor C(.)
2: Initialize: ew0 = 0 ∈ Rd, w = 1, ...,W
3: for t = 0, ..., T − 1 do
4: for w = 1, ...,W do
5: gwt := StochasticGradient(xwt )
6: pwt := γgwt + ewt
7: qwt := C(pwt )
8: ExchangeGradients(qwt )
9: qt :=
∑W
w=1 q
w
t
10: xwt+1 := xwt − qt
11: ewt+1 := pwt − qt
12: end for
13: end for
We now introduce the three key parameters that can poten-
tially affect the algorithm’s performance. We explore a few
options for each parameter in order to understand how each
parameter can affect the algorithm’s performance.
The first parameter is the scope of sparsification, which
indicates whether to sparsify the gradients globally or layer-
wise. In the layer-wise version, we sparsify the gradients of
each network layer separately. However, in the other case,
we first concatenate the gradient vectors of all the layers
and then apply the sparsification step. We later show in
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(a) Reduce (b) Gather
Figure 1. Reduce and gather operations.
Section 4 how this choice affects the test accuracy of the
model.
The next parameter is the compressor or the spasification
scheme that indicates which gradients must be pruned and
which ones are sent to other workers. We consider the
following three schemes:
• Top-k Sparsification: In this scheme, the top k gradi-
ents are selected according to their values to be shared
with other workers. Finding the top k values is however
a computationally expensive process.
• Random-k Sparsification: In this scheme, k gradi-
ents are randomly selected to be shared with other
workers. Even though this approach is simple, it suf-
fers from the random memory accesses during both
compression and decompression.
• Block-random-k Sparsification: This is our pro-
posed scheme which is an optimized version of the
previous scheme. In this scheme, a random gradient
is first selected, and then that gradient along with its
following k − 1 values are selected to be shared with
other workers. This approach has less overhead com-
pared to the Random-k approach as only one random
access it performed.
Finally, the third parameter is the communication scheme
used to exchange the gradients. We consider a peer-to-peer
distributed architecture in which each worker exchanges
information with all the other workers in the system. For
the random-k and block-random-k schemes the workers can
either use the same gradient coordinates (using the same
seed state) or use different ones. We may use different com-
munication schemes depending on our choice to select the
gradient coordinates. allReduce is used when all work-
ers use the same gradient coordinates and allGather is
used when they use different coordinates. In allReduce,
the target vectors in all workers are reduced to a single vec-
tor which is sent to all workers, while in allGather, all
the vector elements of all the workers are gathered to all
the workers, meaning that all workers will have the gradient
vectors of all the workers. Figure 1 shows the reduce and
gather operations from a worker’s point of view, assuming
the gradient vector is just one element.
4. Evaluation
In this section, we first describe our evaluation setup and
then discuss the results.
4.1. Experimental setup
We implemented all our SGD algorithm using PyTorch
0.4.1 (Paszke et al., 2019) and its MPI communication back-
end. The implementation is also released as part of ML-
Bench (MLBench). We train Resnet18 network on CIFAR-
10 (Krizhevsky et al., 2009) dataset and employ the standard
data augmentation and pre-processing schemes mentioned
in (He et al., 2016a). In all the experiments, we set the batch
size to 128 and the algorithm runs for 300 epochs. We set k
to 1% of the gradient vector size for the three sparsification
schemes.
We set the initial learning rate to γ = 0.1 for our standard
SGD and SGD with layer-wise compression implementa-
tions, and γ = 0.01 for SGD with global compression
implementation. The learning rate is then divided by 10 at
epochs 150 and 250. We scale the learning rate by the active
number of workers based on the linear scaling rule found
in (Goyal et al., 2017). The momentum parameter (β) is set
to 0.9, and weight decay is set to 10−4.
We vary the number of workers from one to eight. Each
worker has one NVIDIA Tesla K80 with 12GB of memory,
a quad-core Intel Xeon processor running at 2.2GHz with
16GB of DRAM, and a 10Gbit NIC.
4.2. Results
4.2.1. TEST ACCURACY
Table 1 depicts the test accuracy of our various configura-
tions. The first thing we notice is that configurations with
sparsification scope of a single layer perform better com-
pared to the configurations with the global sparsification
scope, regardless of the sparsification or communication
schemes and number of workers. We believe the reason
behind this trend is that in the layer-wise case, all layers
participate in moving toward the optimal solution at each
iteration, as gradients from all layers are shared among the
workers. For the configurations with global sparsification
scope however, there is no guarantee that gradients from
all layers will be shared. As each layer may carry different
information about the model, using gradients of all layers
means we use more diverse information to update parame-
ters, which leads to better performance.
Second, we notice the top-k configuration outperforms the
other two sparsification schemes across the board, because it
chooses more valuable gradients to share across the workers.
Random-k and block-random-k (allGather) have com-
parable performance when layer-wise sparsification is used,
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Table 1. Test accuracy of models trained using our various SGD configurations with various number of workers (W ).
Layer-wise sparsification scope Global sparsification scope
W = 1 W = 2 W = 4 W = 8 W = 1 W = 2 W = 4 W = 8
Standard SGD 94.50% 94.53% 94.40% 94.30% 94.50% 94.53% 94.40% 94.30%
Top-k 93.63% 93.70% 93.68% 93.41% 91.45% 91.51% 91.75% 91.50%
Random-k (allGather) 93.43 % 93.30% 93.12% 92.54% 91.73% 91.76% 91.16% 91.45%
Random-k (allReduce) 93.43% 93.20% 93.15% 92.43% 91.73% 91.66% 91.26% 91.25%
Block-random-k (allGather) 93.16% 93.10% 93.12% 93.10% 91.18% 91.05% 91.11% 90.45%
Block-random-k (allReduce) 93.16% 92.50% 90.80% 90.63% 91.18% 88.20% 79.00% 78.11%
Table 2. Breakdown of time spent in one training step in the layer-wise case while using 8 GPUs.
Forward pass, Backward pass, Gradient exchange, Coding and Decoding.
Time breakdown per batch Time (ms)
Standard SGD 375
Top-k 580
Block-random-k (AllGather) 311
Block-random-k (AllReduce) 273
Randomk (AllGather) 615
Randomk (AllReduce) 429
0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7
while the random-k performs better than block-random-k
when we use the global scope for sparsification. We believe
this is because using block-random-k with the global scope
configuration leads to only a few number of layers to be
involved in updating model parameters.
The results also show there is no considerable difference
between the test accuracy of the random-k algorithm us-
ing allGather and allReduce aggregation schemes.
However, for the block-random-k algorithm, the test accu-
racy drops significantly with more workers, especially when
allReduce is used. We believe the reason behind this
effect is similar to why layer-wise sparsification performs
better than global spasification, which is using more diverse
information. The accuracy decreases for all configurations
with more workers. This is because the global batch size
increases with the number of workers, which leads to the
generalization gap problem (Lin et al., 2018).
4.2.2. EXECUTION TIME
Table 2 shows a detailed breakdown of the time spent on
each training step (mini-batch) into forward pass, backward
pass, gradient exchange, and compression/decompression.
The time spent in the forward and backward passes is con-
stant across all algorithms. As standard SGD does not have
any gradient compression, the time spent on exchanging
gradients is the communication time among workers. How-
ever, the rest of the configurations need some time to com-
press/decompress the gradients before/after the exchange.
The results show that even though gradient compression
leads to less time being spend in the exchanging gradients,
the compression/decompression overhead is too much to get
any overall benefits. Block-random-k is the only configura-
tion that has lower execution time than standard SGD. This
is because of the simplicity of block-random-k compared
to the other two sparsification schemes; the top-k configu-
ration spends most of its time to find the top k gradients,
and random-k has the extra overhead for random memory
accesses. We believe the benefits of gradient compression
will be much bigger with more workers, as standard SGD
has to communicate all the gradients across all the workers,
but we could not show this effect due to limited available
resources.
5. Conclusion
Gradient compression is a promising method for addressing
the communication bottleneck in distributed synchronous
SGD. However, this approach has not been widely adopted
in practice as the existing compression schemes either run
slower than SGD or do not reach the same test performance.
In this paper, we investigate several sparsification schemes
and discuss different aspects of sparsified SGD. We show
that layer-wise sparsification performs better than the global
case. We also introduce block-random-k, a new efficient
sparsification scheme, which is simple yet practical. This
scheme is faster than standard SGD and has a comparable
test accuracy to SGD.
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